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Note 

Expressions for the Behavior of a  Fourier 
Transform near Its Singularities* 

1. Introduction 

Let F(y) denote the integral 

F(y) = la e-““f(u) du, 
0 

(1) 

where y is a  real variable. Here we shall be  concerned with the behavior of F( y) near  
its singularities, i.e., the values of y at which F(y) or some of its derivatives are dis- 
continuous. The  general  nature of our results has been  known for some years (Widder 
[ I], Doetsch [ 21). Th  e  aim of the present note is to put this material in a  form that is 
of help in the calculation of integrals of type (1). 

We  shall consider only a  simple but frequently occurring kind of singularity, 
name ly, the kind that appears in F(y) when the asymptotic expansion of f(u), as 
u  + co, is the sum of components of the form Au-” exp[iuy,]. More general  results 
are available (see Handelsman and  Lew [3, 41, Bleistein et al. [5]). 

2. Behavior of F(y) When the Asymptotic Expansion off(u) Consists of a  Single 
Series 

In this case we have the following Abelian-type theorem. 

THEOREM. Let f (u) in the integral (1) have the asymptotic expansion 

f(u) - exp[iuy,] f A,,,u-‘~, U’ co, 
m=L 

(2) 

where 0 < v, < v2 < ..’ v, < ... and v,+ co as m+ 00. Then the function F(y) 
defined by (1) has a singularity at y = y, . For any positive integer M, F(y) can be 
written as 

F(Y) = /f hl(Y -Y,> + v/*(Y)9 
m=l 
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where 

(i) IJI,( y) and its first N derivatives are continuous for all real values of y, N 
being defined by 

N+l<v ,,,+, <N+2. (4) 

(ii) the functions #,( y - y,) are defined by 

DAY -Y,> =~,~~(y-yl)l”m~l~/~~(v,) sin xv,1 (5) 

when v, is not an integer, and by 

#,(Y -Y,> =A,(-)“[i(Y --YJl”-’ lnli(y -Yl>ll(n - 1Y (6) 

when v, is equal to the integer n > 1. In (5) and (6), arg[i(y -y,)] is equal to n/2 
when y > y, and to -42 when y < y, . 

The theorem can be proved by (i) writing F(y) as the sum of an integral with 
limits (0, 1) and one with limits (1, co), (ii) adding and subtracting N terms of (2) to 
the integrand of the second integral, then (iii) using properties of the incomplete 
gamma function and exponential integral. 

3. Behavior of F( y) When the Asymptotic Expansion off(u) Consists of the Sum of 
Several Series 

In this case F(y) is irregular at several values of y corresponding to y, (these 
singularities will be referred to as the “y,‘~“). Corresponding to each y, there is a set 
of #,(y - y,)‘s. In the neighborhood of a particular yi, F(y) can still be expressed in 
form (3) but now, although v,(y) and its first N derivatives are continuous at the 
particular y,, they may not be continuous at the remaining yi,s. 

Thus, in general, corresponding to a term Au-” exp[iuy,] in the asymptotic expar- 
sion off(u) there is an irregular portion of F(y), namely, the function #(y - y,) given 
by 

An[i(y - y,)]“-‘/[T(v) sin XV], v > 0 but # 1, 2, 3 ,..., (7) 
A(-)“[i(y -y,)l”-’ ln[i( y -yAll@ - 1Y, v = n, n = 1, 2, 3 . . . . (8) 
AZ&Y -Y,) + ALO -~,)l-‘, v = 0, (9) 

where 6( y - y,) denotes the unit impulse function. Also arg[i( y - y,)] is a/2 when 
y > y, and -42 y < yr. Therefore we have for y > y, 

icy--Y,)=ily-Y,L 
ln[i(y-y,)] =lnly-Y,l+ i+, (10) 
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and for y <y,, 

i(Y-y)=i-‘IY-Y,I! 
ln[i(y--y,)j=ln(y--y,j-k/2. (11) 

Powers of i are interpreted as powers of exp(iz/2). 

4. Examples 
The following examples show how our results can be used to obtain information 

regarding the behavior of F(y) near its singularities when f(u) is asymptotically 
equal to the sum of terms of the form Au-” exp[iuy,]. 

(a) f(u) = (1 + u)-‘I’. When u + co the behavior of f(u) is given by the 
binomial expansion 

f(U)=U~1/*-_:U~3/*+~U~5/*-.,,, 24 > 1. (12) 

and comparison with the asymptotic series (2) forf(u) gives y, = 0; A, = 1, V, =G ; 
A?=-+, v,=+; A3=$, v,=+;.... 

F(y) has a singularity at y = 0 because y, = 0. Putting y, = 0 in (7) and 
substituting A, , v, and A,, v2 for A, v gives the first two terms in the irregular part of 
F(Y) 

$,(y) = (1) 7c[iy]-1’2/T(+) = (7c/~y~)“2i+1’2, 
&(y) = (-4) 7c[iy]“*/T(-+)(-1) = (71 lyl)‘i2i*‘i2, (13) 

where the upper sign in the exponents of i refers to 4’ > 0 and the lower sign toy ( 0. 
Setting A4 = 2 in (3) shows that 

= (742)“‘[(1 T i)l~l-“~ + (1 f i) IyI*“] + v,(y), (14) 

where we have used ili2 = exp(iz/4) = (1 + i)/2l’*. When we put M = 2 in (4) and 
note that v3 = i we see that N = 1. Therefore w2( y) and its first derivative are 
continuous at y = 0. 

In order to obtain the actual value of w*(y) at y = 0 further investigation is 
required. Thus, subtracting the leading term in the asymptotic series forf(u) from the 
integrand in (14) and setting y = 0 give 

y/,(O) = om [(I + u)-1’2 - u--1’*] du = - 2. 
I 

For this example F(y) can be expressed in terms of Fresnel integrals. 
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(b) f(u) = sin U/U. Here F(y) has two singularities in contrast to example (a), 
where there was only one. The “asymptotic expansion” of f(u) consists of two 
“series,” 

f(u) = eiu (& + 0 + 0 + '..) t eCiu (2 + 0 + 0 + --) (15) 

and comparison with (2) shows that one of the yl’s is t 1 and the other is -1. 
Therefore F(y) has singularities at y = t 1 and y = - 1. At y = t 1 we have 
A, = l/(29, v, = 1; and (8) with n = 1 and y, = 1 gives 

q+,(y- l)=‘lnIy- 11 rl 
2 4’ (16) 

where the upper (-) sign refers to y > 1 and the lower (t) sign to -1 < y < 1. 
Therefore near y = 1 

F(y) = Cm epiyu sin u du/u 
“0 

(17) 

where [v,(y)] 1 denotes v,(y) for M = co and y in the interval -1 < y < 00. The 
function [w,(~)l, and all of its derivatives are continuous at y = 1. From (17) and 
the known value 

F‘(Y) = IYI > 1, 

+;7 lYl< 13 

it can be shown that 

Iw,(Y)lI=~-fln(yt 11, -l<y<co. 
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